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The UK company 
behind the Vector 
has hit trouble

THIS WEEK

T he company behind the Arc 
Vector electric motorcycle 
has run into financial 
trouble. Arc Vehicle 

Ltd entered administration on 
September 4, with administrators 
Leonard Curtis appointed to take 
charge of the business. The news 
comes just a couple of months 
after Arc raised nearly £1 million 
and unveiled plans for a huge new 
manufacturing facility in St Athan, 
Wales with Vector production set 
to commence next year.

“The company has gone into 
administration because a couple 
of investors have let us down – 
they’ve promised us funds that 
have just never materialised,” Mark 
Truman, CEO of Arc Vehicle told 
MCN. “There’s absolutely nothing 
wrong with what the team have 

done on the project.” 
In July Arc completed an equity 

crowd funding campaign on 
investment website Crowdcube, 
raising more than £950,000. 
“The Crowdcube funding round 
was successful and we had more 
than 1000 investors pledging over 
£1million, but we didn’t take the 
money in the end,” says Truman. “I 
didn’t want to take the money off 
ordinary people in the motorcycle 

community and find ourselves in 
the same boat in eight weeks.” 

The potential demise of Arc’s 
Vector is a blow for the electric 
bike market because its creators 
appeared to have solved many of 
the problems that beset alternative 
fuel vehicles – crucially power and 
weight. The claimed weight for 
the Vector is just 220kg, thanks 
to its innovative carbon fibre 
monocoque chassis, and Arc also 

claimed that the latest battery tech 
gave it a range of 362 miles, with a 
recharge time of just 45 minutes. 

Performance is claimed to be 
133bhp with 292ftlb of torque. Not 
only that, but Arc had planned 
for the Vector to be one of the 
most technologically advanced 
motorcycles available, with haptic 
feedback offering an involving 
experience and a matching head-
up-display-equipped helmet. 

The firm being in administration 
does not necessarily mean the 
end of the project. “We have 
until October 10 to raise funds. 
We’re still here, still working and 
trying our best, but if we don’t 
manage to raise the money, then 
the administrators will begin the 
process of selling the business. We 
need an investor who is passionate 
about motorcycling and what we’re 
doing here,” says Truman.
l Full inside story in next week’s MCN

After its limited release earlier this 
year, motorcycle documentary Oil 
in the Blood is going on general 
release and you can watch it in the 
comfort of your own home. For three 
years Gareth Maxwell Roberts and 
crew travelled around the globe and 
interviewed over 300 people to make 
a film that really gets to heart of 
motorcycle culture. After a summer 
spent touring festivals and small 
screenings, it’s shortly to arrive on 
Amazon and iTunes.

“The reaction to the film has been 
great,” Roberts told MCN. “I think 

people had an idea about what the film 
would be about but they’ve come away 
both surprised and refreshed.”

Unlike many motorcycle-related 
films, Oil in the Blood focuses on 
the people – be they riders, racers, 
builders or something in between. 
Focusing on motorcycling’s recent 
renaissance through the looking 
glass of the custom scene, the film 
examines what it means to be a biker.

“I think the film dispels a lot of the 
preconceptions about this sort of 
‘hipster biking culture’,” says Roberts. 
“It’s more enduring than that. I’m not 

young – I’m in my fifties – so I’m from 
the generation of people that should 
scoff at this sort of thing, but for me 
it’s so exciting that young people are 
engaging with motorcycles again.”

The film takes a journey through 
bike culture, spending time with 
everyone from Miguel Galluzzi, 
designer of the original Ducati 
Monster, right through to El Solitario, 
who crossed the Sahara on a custom 
Harley. Having seen it, we say that if 
you love your bikes and the people who 
ride them, you’ll love this.

Oil in the Blood will be available to 
download from Amazon and iTunes on 
October 14, for £9.99, or if you prefer 
something physical it can be pre-
ordered now on DVD and Blu-Ray (also 
from Amazon).

l Oil in the Blood breaks out of festivals to go on general release
Biking movie goes global

l ‘The viewers  
have come away 
feeling surprised’
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The movie team 
interviewed  more 
than 300 riders

The film sets out 
to dispel myths 
about biking

Everything you need to know about the world on two wheels

By Jordan Gibbons
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Almost half of people believe an MoT 
is a guarantee that their vehicle will 
be safe to drive for the next year. The 
research, commissioned by Halfords, 
found that 47% of people do not worry 
about any other form of check for a 
year and car drivers are the biggest 
offenders. An MoT certificate only 
confirms that a vehicle has met the 
minimum standard of roadworthiness 
when the test was completed. 

Sick of huge cumbersome winter 
jackets? The Oxford Toledo could be 
just the thing. Designed as a year-round 
adventure touring jacket but with a 
shorter cut, its waterproof liner, storm 
zip and rain gutter should all keep 
the elements out, while the neoprene 
collar and soft cuffs should keep you 
comfortable when you do it up tight. It 
comes in S-5XL, for £119.99.

Shorty but toastie

LS2 have released painted versions 
of their Challenger Carbon helmet, to 
go alongside the full-bling lacquered 
carbon version. LS2 say the Challenger 
uses MotoGP tech to deliver first-
class safety and practicality. The 
carbon shell means it weighs 1350g 
(impressive for a model with a flip 
down sunvisor), while the ventilation, 
along with the breathable liner, helps 
keep you cool. Available in sizes XXS- 
3XL, the Carbon Konic is £329.99.

GP tech for 
your head 

Safe for the road?

l Arc claimed a 
362-mile range 
and a recharge  
in 45 minutes

The Vector’s monococque frame kept weight to just 220kg The fit and finish were expected to have been top notch

l Electric motorcycle project falters as company enters administration

ARC’S FUTURE 
LOOKS NEGATIVE


